TAF AMD PAED 241110Z 2411/2516 02006KT 9999 SCT070 BKN090 BKN150 620902 QNH2983INS TEMPO 2411/2414 9000 -DZ BKN070 BECMG 2414/2415 VRB06KT 9999 SCT090 BKN200 QNH2981INS BECMG 2421/2422 VRB06KT 9999 FEW060 SCT180 QNH2977INS BECMG 2511/2512 18009KT 8000 -RA BKN050 BKN090 620704 QNH2972INS TX19/2501Z TN12/2413Z

TAF PAEI 240600Z 2406/2512 VRB06KT 9999 SCT060 SCT100 BKN200 QNH2966INS BECMG 2505/2506 VRB06KT 9999 BKN060 BKN200 620804 QNH2961INS TX21/2502Z TN07/2413Z LAST NO AMDS AFT 2406 NEXT 2414

PAFA 241120Z 2412/2518 05004KT P6SM BKN110 BKN200

PANC 240544Z 2406/2512 15012G20KT P6SM FEW030 BKN060 OVC150 FM241000 VRB06KT P6SM BKN100 FM250600 15015G25KT P6SM OVC050

TAF PASY 240600Z 2406/2512 05012KT 9999 OVC020 QNH2979INS TEMPO 2407/2411 OVC015 BECMG 2421/2422 VRB06KT 9000 BR OVC010 QNH3006INS TX10/2421Z TN08/2409Z

TAF RJAA 241105Z 2412/2518 19008KT 9999 FEW030

TAF RJBB 241105Z 2412/2518 19010KT 9999 FEW020 BECMG 2422/2500 30006KT BECMG 2503/2506 22011KT

TAF RJCC 241105Z 2412/2518 33005KT 9999 FEW008 BKN015 TEMPO 2418/2500 FEW003 BKN006

TAF RJFU 241106Z 2412/2518 19014KT 8000 -SHRA FEW008 SCT010 BKN015 TEMPO 2413/2419 4000 -SHRA BR FEW003 SCT005 BKN008 BECMG 2417/2419 34005KT

TAF RJNK 241105Z 2412/2518 12004KT 9999 FEW030 BKN080 BECMG 2421/2423 26014KT BECMG 2506/2509 01006KT BECMG 2512/2515 24004KT

No TAF is currently available for RJNN

TAF RJOO 241105Z 2412/2518 32004KT 9999 FEW020 BECMG 2500/2503 22007KT BECMG 2509/2512 32004KT

TAF RJTT 241105Z 2412/2518 20018KT 9999 FEW030

TAF UHHH 241045Z 2412/2518 VRB01MPS CAVOK BECMG 2413/2415 21003MPS FM242300 25006MPS 9999 SCT020CB TEMPO 2500/2510 5000 -TSRA SCT011 BKN020CB

TAF UHMA 241036Z 2412/2512 15003MPS 9999 SCT030 TEMPO 2412/2512 03008G13MPS 5000 -SHRA BR SCT003 BKN015CB
TAF UHMM 241100Z 2412/2518 10003G10MPS 5000 −SHRA BR SCT011 BKN020CB TEMPO 2412/2422 3100 −SHRA BR FEW005 OVC015CB FM242200 22003G08MPS 9999 SCT015 BKN030CB TEMPO 2512/2518 0500 FG VV003